UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 8,361,977 B2
APPLICATION NO. : 11/993609
DATED : January 29, 2013
INVENTOR(S) : Brenda F. Baker, Adrian R. Krainer and Yimin Hua

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

Column 1
Line 13, delete:
“STATEMENT AS TO FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH
This invention was made with government support under grant numbers GM42699 and NS041621 awarded by the National Institutes of Health. The government has certain rights in the invention.”

And replace it with:
--STATEMENT AS TO FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH
This invention was made with government support under grant numbers GM042699 and NS041621 awarded by the National Institutes of Health. The government has certain rights in the invention.--
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Twenty-fifth Day of April, 2017

Michelle K. Lee
Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office